ECOMP Update

ECOMP claims filing continues to increase.

- There are 36 agencies filing forms in ECOMP.
- 20 additional agencies are in User Acceptance Testing preparing to go live.
- More than 250 ECOMP users also have access to Agency Reviewer Imaging (ARi) and are actively using the system.
ECOMP Update

ECOMP continues to be enhanced to improve user experience. The enhancements that are currently in the works include:

- Changes to status mail handling in response to customer input
- Improvements to the Injury and Occupational Disease Trends Report
- Addition of electronic CA-16 and CA-3 Forms
The new CA-3 form in ECOMP is the same form you now use in AQS with some notable improvements.

To the Employing Agency: This form should be completed and submitted to OWCP each time a claimant stops work, reduces their work hours or returns to work following a work-related injury. The form should be completed even if the claimant has not yet filled form CA-7 or CA-2a. This form does not replace form CA-7 or CA-2a.

OWCP CASE# 25211514  CLAIMANT'S NAME: REVENAUGH MARC C   DOI 02/01/2012

COP WORK STATUS INFORMATION

1. DATE STOPPED WORK (during COP): [ ] (include reductions in work schedule)
   [ ] Stopped Work After CA-1 FILED but During COP Eligibility Period

2. RETURN TO WORK DATE (during COP): [ ] (Must complete RTW Section below)
   [ ] Full Time Regular Duty: No Restrictions
   [ ] Full Time Modified Duty: With Restrictions
Like other forms in ECOMP, the new CA-3 is accessed via the AR dashboard.
CA-3 forms can be easily filed off of existing cases on the dashboard or can be filed on a non-ECOMP case using the same case-lookup process to which ECOMP users have grown accustomed.

If the selected item has a case number...

... this menu button is enabled.

File a new CA-7 for the case associated with the selected form
File a new CA-3 for the case associated with the selected form
Once the CA-3 is initiated, the ECOMP system steps the user through the form filing process, providing a more interactive interface that includes many of the familiar help options available in all other ECOMP forms.
The ECOMP CA-3 is more interactive and user friendly than the AQS version.

The new form will allow attachments.

The form in ECOMP is not only printable like the AQS CA-3, it also can be tracked via the AR dashboard and ECOMP email notifications.